Abstract. In engineering applications, analyzing a technical system vary according to the operating principles of the system. In some situations, the status of the system is a function of stresses which act on the system and cause degradation. In order to efficiently analysis the reliability of a system which operates under stress, assigning the various states to the components depending on their operating performance is very important. In this paper, we have investigated the linear consecutive -out-of-: system and assigned multiple states to its components. Due to the reason, the operating performance of the components can easily be controlled. Apart from that the reliability of the system depending on the states of its components can be calculated at any time interval. In the numerical example, the states of the components and the reliability calculation of the system at specific time intervals are shown clearly.
Introduction
A linear consecutive k-out-of-n:F (Lin/Con/k/n:F) system consists of n linearly arranged components such that the system fails if and only if at least k consecutive components fail. The first report for the Lin/Con/k/n:F system was presented by [1] . For reliability analysis and engineering applications, depending on the operating environment of the system, it may be exposed to some stresses and the system may respond to these strength. In this process, which is called the stress-strength model in the literature, the reliability of the system is the probability that the system is strong enough to counteract the stresses applied on it. The stress-strength model remains important since it is a viable model in engineering application, and many studies have been done in the literature on the analysis of systems and components using this model. [2, 3, 4, 5] .
Theoretically, in the stress-strength model, the stress and strength concepts are considered as random variables that do not change with time. However, in engineering applications, the status of the stress and strength variables may improve or deteriorate over time. As a result, the status of these variables may change over time. Therefore, it will be more meaningful to consider the stress-strength model depending on time. Regarding this issue, [6] defined the random lifetime, , of the system as = inf{ : ≥ 0, ( ) ≤ ( )}, (1) where ( ) and ( ) are the stress and strength random variables at time , respectively. From (1) and for (0, 0 ], the reliability of the system is ( 0 ) = ( > 0 ). Depending on the location of the system and external factors, the system may be exposed to more than one stress. Although the system is not completely degraded as a result of the stresses, there may be various degradation levels in system performance. Such a situation corresponds to a multi-state system [5] . In general, two different system structures are studied, namely binary system and multi-state system. In a binary system, the definition domains of the states of the system and its components are {0,1}. In a multi-state system, the definition domains of the states of the system and its components are {0,1,2, … , }. In engineering applications, the multi-state system has a more flexible structure than the binary system when the binary system and the multi-state system are compared. In literature, much attention has been paid to multi-state system modeling [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . The failure rate ( ) which is corresponds to the absolutely continuous cumulative distribution function ( ), is represented by
and defines the probability that an operating component will fail in the next sufficiently small unit interval of time. The failure rate plays an exceptional role in reliability engineering that mostly deals with positive random variables [12] . Clearly, as ( ) is absolutely continuous, the probability distribution function ( ) = ( ) exists almost everywhere. Then, from (2), we have main exponential formula
where ( ) is the corresponding failure rate. Equation (3) shows that the failure rate ( ) uniquely defines the absolutely continuous cdf ( ).
In this paper, we aim to propose a new method for computing the dynamic reliability of the Lin/Con/ / : system depending on the states of its components. A method is presented for the case in which the system consists of independent components whose deteriorating strengths are independent and identically distributed and these components are subjected to two random stresses.
Proposed Method
Suppose that the Lin/Con/k/n:F system consists of n independent components whose deteriorating strengths ( ) ≥ 0, = 1, 2, … , are stochastically decreasing in time and independent and identically with continuous cumulative distribution function ( ) ( ) = { ( ) ≤ }. Also assume that, these components are subjected to two types of stresses , = 1, 2 and stresses remain fixed over time with cdf ( ) = { ≤ }. Let ( ) and are the finite mean of ( ) and , respectively.
Using the finite mean of ( ) and the operation states of the components, depending on the number of stresses, can be defined as follows
where ( ) is the state of the component at time and 1 < 2 . The states 0 and 3 represent completely failed and perfectly working states, respectively and the others degraded states. There is no doubt that the operation time in the possible states of the system will be reduced as time progresses, due to reduction in the operation performance of the components which work under stresses. This case causes a problem such that analyzing how to reduce of the operation performance of the system in the course of time. Hence, it is necessary considering as a dynamic structure of the system and also making examination at a certain time interval for the reliability of the system. Therefore, calculation of efficient operation performance of the system at a certain time periods is important. Let, , ( ) ≥ 0 denote the performance rate of the component in state at time t and , ( ) be the operating performance probability of the component in state at time t, 1 ≤ ≤ , 1 ≤ ≤ 3. Then,
where ( ) = { , ( ) ≤ }, = 1,2, … , . Now using (3) in (4), we can obtain the dynamic operation performance probabilities as follows
where , ( ) is the corresponding failure rate for the component in state at time t. The failure rate for the component in state "3", "2" and "1" at time t is as follows, respectively. The evaluation of the operating performance of the system which works under varies stresses is very important for investigation of the technical system. For this reason, the correct evaluation depending on number of stresses plays an important role for determining the reliability of the system. In case of more than one stress, the expected values of the stresses are arranged in descending order. At the beginning when the system starts working, the expected value of strength of each component is greater than sum of all stresses. As the process continuous, the expected value of the strength for each component reduces within the operating time until reaches the minimum expected stress. For each process, we have assigned a state. Finally using the states of the components, the reliability of the system is determined successively without assigning any state to the system.
